GEOVIA Champions Program
A Place for Achievement

“Together, let’s make GEOVIA an innovative platform for our users”
—Raoul Jacquand, GEOVIA CEO

Be the

Best You
Can Be

The GEOVIA Champions Program showcase the members of
the GEOVIA community to help them shine and thrive in their
workplace. It rewards and recognizes our most devoted users
who play a large role in the GEOVIA community by sharing
their passion and expertise. Champions are innovators who
provide guidance to their peers to inspire and enrich the
GEOVIA community.

we choose you
We, at GEOVIA, believe that you deserve to be recognized for the passion and expertise that you
contribute to the user community.

WHat’s in it for you?
Through your passion and expertise, you have been an influence in the GEOVIA community and
we’d like to showcase your accomplishments and demonstrate our appreciation.
That’s why we invite you to showcase your expertise and stories to inspire the GEOVIA community.
Discover more on how to be a Champion at http://bit.ly/geovia-champions

recognition

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS 
& EXPERTISE

NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITIES

how can i contribute?

There are multiple opportunities for you to share your
expertise and story. Choose the ones that appeal to you
most to start making your impact on the GEOVIA community.

Show your expertise

display your love for geovia

Share your knowledge

Demonstrate your creativity

Show your expertise
This is your chance to demonstrate your skills to the GEOVIA
community. Let others learn from you as you position yourself as
an expert within your industry.

participate in
reference materials

Become a Discussion
Board Moderator

Participate in
Reference Materials

Become a Discussion
Board Moderator

Throughout your career, you have accumulated
valuable insight that can shed light for your
peers. Be an example for those around you by
spreading your knowledge through contributing
to the user community. There are many
mediums available to you to share your story
such as writing a blog, white papers, case
studies, or video interviews.

Be an active member of the GEOVIA community
by regulating and leading the discussion boards.
Take part in the conversation to voice your
opinion and ideas, and share your knowledge
to make it an informative place for our users.
Demonstrate your leadership skills by guiding
user discussion, help maintain GEOVIA
community standards, and enrich discussion.

#BeKnowledgeable

#BeAccessible

Share Your
Knowledge
This is your opportunity to help cultivate a learning environment
among the GEOVIA community by initiating stimulating
discussion. This will also be a chance to increase your visibility
and be known among the GEOVIA community.

Speak at a geovia
user event

participate in a
live webinar

Speak at a
GEOVIA User Event

Participate in
a Live Webinar

Take initiative by presenting on a topic you
are passionate about. Present yourself as
an expert within the industry by providing
knowledgeable insight on a topic of your
choice. Connect with like-minded individuals
in the process by starting a thought-provoking
discussion and engage individuals by sharing
your unique perspective on trending topics.

GEOVIA hosts live webinars on a regular basis
to provide accessible information to our users
wherever they are. We invite you to present
on a topic, be a catalyst for conversation, and
engage with fellow individuals in the industry.
Expand your reach and network by sharing
your expertise to those around the world.

#BePassionate

#BeInspiring

Display your
Love for GEOVIA
We welcome you to share your positive experience with us to
increase positive sentiment about GEOVIA. Personalize your story
and spread it to your community and your professional network.

Connect with us

advocate for geovia
to your peers

Connect with us
Show us your support by following us on our
public platforms. Be connected to the GEOVIA
community while getting the most up-todate news such as new releases, upcoming
events, thought leadership articles, and updated
features on our products. We also want to hear
from you! Share with us your accomplishments
and let’s celebrate together.

#BeConnected

Advocate for GEOVIA
to Your Peers
While you are networking with fellow
individuals in the industry, don’t hesitate to
share your experiences with GEOVIA. In your
workplace, to your peers, on social media,
or anywhere you go, spread the word about
GEOVIA and its solutions. Tag appropriate posts
with #GEOVIAChampions to notify us of your
contribution.

#BeUnited

Demonstrate your
Creativity
You have great ideas on how to make the GEOVIA brand the best
that it can be. Let’s collaborate and make GEOVIA a brand that
helps you shine in your workplace.

create the future with the
product steering committee

offer guidance
to other users

Create the Future
with the Product
Steering Committee
What better way to improve our products than to
brainstorm with users who use our solutions on a
regular basis? We believe you have great insight
to how we can improve our products to help
you be better equipped in the workplace. Tell us
your ideas by being a part of a Product Steering
Committee to improve our products and bring
new ideas to life.

#BeVisionary

Offer Guidance
to Other Users
As knowledgeable experts, you have mastered
GEOVIA’s software and have developed some tips
and tricks of your own. Share your expertise and
be a helpful source of information for your peers
and create content that you can personalize.
There are many ways to spread your knowledge
such as contributing to a software training
manual or e-book.

#BeHelpful

Start Your Journey
as a Champion Today!
http://bit.ly/geovia-champions
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